Background-The Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial Risk Calculator (PCPTRC) is a commonly used risk tool for predicting the outcome on biopsy based on the established risk factors.
Introduction
Since its establishment in 2006, the Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial Risk Calculator (PCPTRC) has become a widely validated and accessed tool for clinical decision-making concerning prostate biopsy [1] [2] [3] [4] . It was updated in 2014 in response to increasing recommendations for active surveillance for management of low-versus high-grade (Gleason score ≥ 7) disease [5, 6] . An analysis of 6664 prostate biopsies from the PCPT forming this update determined that prostate-specific antigen (PSA) and age were associated with higher risks of both low-and high-grade cancer, abnormal digital rectal exam (DRE) and African-American race were significantly associated with risk of high-grade but not low-grade prostate cancer, and family history and history of a prior negative biopsy were only significantly associated with low-grade prostate cancer [5] . Against concerns of overdetection and overtreatment of low-risk cancers, the PCPTRC risk of high-grade disease has been recommended for decisions to proceed to biopsy.
As these changes occurred, novel serum markers, including percent free PSA, and genetic markers, including single nucleotide polymorphisms, were discovered and validated in multiple cohorts [7, 8] . When they were proven to add independent predictive power to the established risk factors already in clinical use, they were incorporating into prostate cancer risk tools, including the PCPTRC [5, 9] . Recently, attention has turned to the urinary biomarkers prostate cancer antigen 3 (PCA3) and TMPRSS2:ERG (T2: ERG), with multiple validation studies confirming their potential utility for clinical practice and additive value to the leading screen marker, PSA [10] [11] [12] . Given these developments, the purpose of this study was to investigate whether PCA3 and T2:ERG added independent predictive information to the risk factors included in the PCPTRC, and if so, incorporate them into the risk tool.
Patients and methods
The online PCPTRC includes the following established risk factors: PSA, DRE, age, African-American race, history of a prior negative biopsy, and first-degree family history of prostate cancer. To update the PCPTRC to include the urinary markers, a Bayesian methodology converting PCPTRC prior odds to posterior odds via likelihood ratios (LR) was used [13] . Prior odds of low-grade cancer versus no cancer were computed as the ratio of risks of low-grade disease to no cancer from the PCPTRC model, and prior odds of highgrade cancer versus no cancer were analogously computed. LRs for PCA3 and T2:ERG were calculated on data from a Michigan cohort, and were then multiplied by the PCPTRC prior odds to achieve updated PCPTRC risks incorporating all markers.
Data for computation of LRs were provided by a Michigan community-based cohort [10] . Prospectively collected post-DRE urine samples were obtained prior to diagnostic biopsy, along with PSA and other risk factors included in the PCPTRC. Patient characteristics were compared across the no-, low-, and high-grade cancer outcome groups using chi-square tests. Areas underneath the receiver-operating characteristic curves (AUC) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were computed for PCA3 and T2:ERG for predicting high-grade cancer versus no cancer, low-grade cancer versus no cancer, and high-versus low-grade cancer.
To form LRs for PCA3, first a linear regression of log-base-2 PCA3 on PSA, which was also log-base-2 transformed, DRE, race, prior biopsy, and the indicator of biopsy outcome group (no prostate cancer vs low grade vs high grade) was performed with a subsequent Bayesian Information Criterion-assisted model selection step to derive the optimal model. The LRs were then computed as the ratio of the Normal regression density functions for high-grade cancer compared with no cancer, and similarly for low-grade cancer compared with no cancer. These LRs were multiplied by LRs for T2:ERG, the latter computed with the additional inclusion of log-base-2 PCA3 as a predictor in the regressions. To account for a high degree of nonexpression, a combined logistic-normal regression hurdle model was assumed for T2:ERG, whereby the probability of nonzero expression was modeled using logistic regression and conditional on nonzero expression, log-base-2 transformed T2:ERG values were assumed to follow a normal distribution.
The updated PCPTRC to include the urinary markers was validated on an independent National Cancer Institute Early Detection Research Network (EDRN) reference set, which included patients from Harvard (50%), Michigan (20%), and Cornell (30%) University hospitals; patients in the Michigan cohort were different from those in the Michigan cohort used to build the LRs [12] . Biopsies in the cohort were performed using systematic templates, with typically 12 cores, reviewed by site-specific genitourinary pathologists. Biopsy results, one per patient, were classified into three outcomes: no cancer, low-grade, and high-grade cancer.
Validation was quantified by receiver operating characteristic, calibration, and net benefit curves for the prediction of high-grade disease on the EDRN cohort. The R Shiny application was used to post the updated risk calculators on the PCPTRC website. Statistical significance for all tests was determined at the two-sided 0.05 level.
Results
Among the 1225 Michigan biopsies, 707 (57.7%) were negative for prostate cancer, 294(24.0%)were diagnosed with low-grade prostate cancer, and 224 (18.3%) with highgrade prostate cancer. Age, prior biopsy, and PSA were statistically significantly associated with cancer outcome, while DRE, family history, and African-American race were not ( Older age and African-American race were statistically significantly associated with higher PCA3 values (p values <0.001 and <0.001, respectively). Higher values of PCA3 was associated with a higher chance of T2:ERG expression (p values <0.001), and among men with expressed T2:ERG, increasing PCA3 scores were associated with increasing T2: ERG values (p value <0.0001). These regressions were combined with PCPTRC prior risks to form the updated PCPTRC incorporating PCA3 and T2:ERG ( Fig. 1 ).
When evaluated in the external EDRN validation cohort of 854 patients, AUCs (95% CIs) for predicting high-grade cancer versus no or low-grade cancer were 70.0% (66.0-74.0%), 76.4% (72.8-80.0%), and 77.1% (73.6-80.6%) for the original PCPTRC risk calculator, the updated PCPTRC with PCA3 included, and the updated PCPTRC with both PCA3 and T2:ERG included, respectively. The PCPTRC incorporating PCA3 obtained higher sensitivities for all specificities 95% or less compared with the original PCPTRC, but there was negligible improvement from additionally incorporating T2:ERG to PCA3 in the PCPTRC (Fig. 2) . The marker PCA3 alone with an AUC of 71.3% outperformed the PCPTRC on the validation set, but T2:ERG alone lagged behind with an AUC of 62.8%.
The task of distinguishing high-from low-grade cancer is more difficult than the task of differentiating high-from low-grade or no cancer considered previously. For this, addition of Calibration plots showed no improvement in accuracy for inclusion of PCA3 into the PCPTRC, or with both PCA3 and T2:ERG included compared with the original PCPTRC ( Fig. 3 ). All three versions of the PCPTRC underpredicted the risk in the external EDRN validation cohort, ostensibly due to cohort differences. The EDRN validation cohort comprised of patients from tertiary referral clinics, compared with the Michigan development cohort, which included healthy men from community clinics, and the PCPT cohort, which was a highly screened prevention trial placebo arm of exclusively healthy men. Differences in the cohorts were reflected in their high-grade disease rates, 25.8%, 18.3%, and 3.8%, respectively.
Net benefit curves quantify the weighted benefit to harm ratio of patient-selected thresholds for proceeding to biopsy, and all three versions of the PCPTRC demonstrated benefit compared with a regime that would send no patient to biopsy ( Fig. 4) . Use of the PCPTRC high-grade disease risk for referral to biopsy would show no benefit over a rule that sent all patients to biopsy for risk thresholds less than 25%, whereas the PCPTRC updated for the urinary markers showed incremental benefit beginning at risk thresholds of 10%. Across all thresholds from 10% to 50%, those for which a urologist would plausibly refer a patient to biopsy, incorporation of the urinary markers marginally increased the net benefit compared with use of the PCPTRC without the markers or compared with a strategy of sending all men to biopsy. But across these thresholds, there was no benefit to adding T2:ERG to PCA3, and this combined with the prior metrics led to the decision not to allow incorporation of T2: ERG without PCA3 into the PCPTRC. It should be noted that cost-to-benefit ratios for use of any tool are an individual decision and that the net benefit curves are not accompanied by 95% CIs, which could show that the differences are not statistically significant. While the independent value of T2:ERG was limited in this validation study, further validation is necessary to determine its potential, hence its inclusion in the online risk tool.
Discussion
Building on the established six risk factors for prostate cancer that are ubiquitously accessed in the clinic, the PCPTRC has become one of the most commonly used prostate cancer risk calculators for patients and their doctors. It currently is the only online prostate cancer risk tool that distinguishes the prediction of high-from low-grade disease. The PCPTRC has previously been updated to include other new markers that emerged in practice after the PCPT concluded, including serum percent free PSA, detailed family cancer history and prostate cancer associated genotypes [5, 9, 14] . After previous studies have detailed the independent predictive value of the urinary markers PCA3 and T2:ERG to the standard risk factors used for prostate biopsy, this study becomes the first to report on its differential value for predicting high-versus low-grade disease and to incorporate it into the online PCPTRC [10] [11] [12] . 
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Addition of urinary biomarkers to the established risk factors will now allow physicians to entertain questions regarding how they help predict biopsy outcomes. For example, assume that a 58-yr-old White man with no family history, normal exam, no previous biopsies, and a PSA of 4.2 ng/ml enters the office. His current risk of low-grade cancer is 17% and highgrade cancer is 5%. A discussion of the risks and benefits of prostate biopsy ensues using the updated American Urological Association White Paper on prostate biopsy complications [15] . The patient is apprehensive and is wondering if any other testing could be performed; this could then prompt the prostate cancer biomarker discussion. With the incorporation of PCA3 and T2:ERG, the patient could now be provided additional information impacting his prostate cancer risk. Another potential way to use the updated calculator is in the context of considering the amount of risk the patient is willing to tolerate prior to changing their decision. For example, the physician could put examples of abnormal values for PCA3 (>35) in the calculator and view the change in prostate cancer risk. For example, a urologist could enter the value of a PCA3 score of 50 and the prostate cancer risk for our example patient would increase to 26% for low-grade and 8% for high-grade prostate cancer. This new information could lead to guidance regarding usefulness of additional biomarker testing in a patient or provide a means of how to interpret additional data in a personalized, patientcentric manner.
There are several limitations to the procedure used in this study to update the PCPTRC. Because PCA3 and T2:ERG were not measured in the PCPT, the approach for updating the PCPTRC to include them involved measurement on an external cohort comprising different patients, clinical follow-up, and biopsy techniques. This approach to binding information from different patient cohorts is clearly inferior to those building single models on single cohorts as was performed on the original PCPTRC. Single cohorts containing novel markers are typically limited in size, whereas the approach used in this study builds on the large PCPT cohort of 6664 biopsies combined with 1225 biopsies of the Michigan cohort. Biases due to differences in the two cohorts may arise when integrating them to form a single risk model. For example, to update the risk tool the Michigan cohort used primarily 12 core biopsies compared with only six used in the PCPT, and an increase in the number of cores has been associated with increased chance of detecting prostate cancer and high-grade disease [16] . For this reason, external validation on an independent EDRN validation set was performed, showing proof of principle. As has been the case for the PCPTRC since its inception, the update incorporating the novel urinary markers has been posted online to facilitate further external validation in addition to use by patients and their clinicians.
A limitation of the online PCPTRC is that while it now incorporates several new markers, including percent free PSA, 30 prostate cancer genetic markers, detailed family history, and now the urinary markers, there is only the option to incorporate one of these sets of markers at a time. This is due to instability concerns that would further mount as data from more than one cohort in addition to the PCPT would be integrated. Future well-sized biopsy cohorts measuring all novel validated markers in addition to the established prostate cancer risk factors are needed in order to access their independent predictive value so that the most parsimonious risk tools measuring only the minimal risk factors necessary are developed in a coherent manner.
Medical resonance imaging, either before or during the prostate biopsy, is increasingly being implemented in practice, which may generate more accurate predictors of biopsy outcome, as well as lead to more accurate classification of high-versus low-grade disease, both of which could increase the accuracy of risk tools in practice [17] .
Conclusions
The PCPTRC offers the visual representation of the risk of no cancer, low-grade, and highgrade cancer. The current update provides the next step in the implementation of biomarkers in the evaluation of prostate cancer risk. PCA3 and T2:ERG are now being offered to men but may not be offered in the context of their current risk profile. The calculator now provides more options for men and their physicians to facilitate informed discussion of new prostate cancer biomarkers. Table 1 Characteristics of Michigan patients at time of biopsy (n, % across rows); p values for testing the null hypothesis of no difference across the three outcome groups of no cancer versus low-grade versus high-grade cancer. Three participants had unknown race, one with no cancer, and two with low-grade cancer; two participants with no cancer had unknown prior biopsy; one participant with no cancer and one with highgrade cancer had unknown digital rectal exam. Family history was unknown for 29 participants with no cancer, 11 with low-grade cancer, and 15 with high-grade cancer.
